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ABSTRACT

Social programs are often based on unclearly
articulated theoretical rationales. The evaluations of these pragrams
are also often relatively theory free, and therefore make limi4ed
contributions to theory. A Program Development Evaluation (PDE)
approach,, intended to integrate theory testing with the development
and evaluation of action programs, is described and illustrated. This
approach has been applied for over 2 years in the national ev4uation
of locally developed delinquency programs in 69 schools, and hAs
resulted in (a) ,the implementation of several true experiments
cpmducted in,collaboration with project implementers, (b) an icrease'
in the clarity of projects' theoretical rationales, and (c) thq'
identification and measurement of theoretical intermediary variables
as well as outcome variables. Based on the action research paradigm,
the PDE approach appears to increase the theoretical and practital
relevance of evaluation research. (Author/FN)
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group,processes
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oped Student Team Learning instructional processes for teaching
schools,
and
has
produced
a
compusubjects in elementary and secondary
The
School
Proterized system for school-wide attendance monitoring.
transitions
from/high
cesses And Career Development program is studying
in the
school to post-secondary institutions and the role cf schooling
development of career plans and the actualization cf Labor market outThe _Studies in DelinquencY And School Environments program is
comes.
ekamining the role of school environments and experiences on-delin7
quency.
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This report, prepared by the Delinquency And School Environments pro- .
more,theoretically
gram,. describes a method to make evaluation researdh
and practically useful.
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A Theory-Ridden Approach to Program Evaluation:

7A Method for:Researcher-Implementer Collaboration

Abstract

or
Social prograns Arei often based on unarticulated
Tne
evaluations
-unclearly articulated theoretical rationales.
'of these prcgrams are also often relatively theory free;-and

therefore make limited contributions to theory. A Program_
Development Evaluation (14x) approach, intended to integrate
theory testing with the development and evaluation cf action
Tnis apprcech has.
programs, is described and illustrated.
been applied for over tao years in the national evaluation cf
locally developed delinquency programs in 69 schools, and has
resulted in (a) the implementation of'several true experiments
conducted in collaboration with project impleAnters, (b) anC"\
increalse in the clarity of,prcjects' thebretical rationales,
identification and measurement of theoretical
and, (c) the
intermediary variables as well as outoame variables. Eased on
the action research paradigm, the FDE apprcech appears to
increase the theoretical ahd practidal relevance cf evaluation
research.

in the clarity cf projects' thee,- 1

This report is about a critical

task_facing behavioral scien-,
tists--the task of designing
research that advances both theory
and practice. Educational and
social programs are gten based on
unabticulated or undlearly articulated theciretical rationales. The
evaluations of these programs are
also often relatively theory free,
and therefore make limdted contributions to theory.. A Colleagues
and I (Gottfredson, Note 1) have
created a Program Developnent
Evaluation (PDE) method intended
to make possible the implementation and testing cf stronger, more
theoretically guided action.pro,
grams. Ws approach has teen
applied far ovdr two years in the
national eValuation cf locally
developed delinquebcy prevention
69 schools, and has
programs
resulted in (a) the implementation
of several.true exIxriMents con-

ducted in caboration with project implenenters, (b) an increase

retical rationales, and (c) the
_identification ancl neasurenent of

theoretical intermediary variables
as well as outcome variables.
Based on the action research paradigm, the FDE approach appears to
increase the theoretical and practical relevance cf.evaluation
research.

The FDE method has evolved from
efforts to help school systekS and
communfty-based organizations, create
effectj.ve programs and to evaluate
A primary task
those pin:grans.
for behavioral scientists is the
development of knowlege, but
researchers who have worked with
practitioners struggling to solveproblems know that the behavioral
sciences have nore to offer than
the techniques cf research,
smosgasboard of previouslyiested
interventions, and a handfdll of
*thbories: Knaaledge about'the
ways organizations behave and
,

,

,

2

.fr

Theory and Evaluation
develops, is actually run. Many
attempts to demonstrate the effectiveness of specifiable social
programs have failed in part
bObause plausible interventions
were not implemented or' their
implementation was not documented
(Quay, 1977; Sechrest, White, &
Brown, 1979; Ball & Loucks, 1977),
or the plan for the innovation was
not clearly articulated at the.
outset (Sarason, 1974.

about the psychology cf ccisiOn
making and planning in groups can
be used to assist organizations
not only taexamine the results of
their efforts, but also to
increase organizational effectiveness in adopting theoretically
plausibae innovations and assuring
$eir faithful implementation

.

The tDE method provides a
structure to merge the roles and
activities of organization develr
oper, theoretician, and evaluation.
researcher. This method is a form
cf actiOn research (Chein, Cook, &
Harding, 1948; Lewin, 1947; Sanford, 1970). Ihe approach assumes
that the prospects for promoting
change are greatest when organizational decisionmakers' stake in
the research is made cleat by
their own participation in the
research. DeciSion makers and
researchers collaborate through a
continuing dialogue in which
researchers provide feedback on
the consequences cf project ,
action. Aotion researCh'involves
,a cycle of hypothesis formulation
_and planhing, action, evaluation'
and inforthation feedback, and then
renewed hypothesisiformulation and
planning. AsAthe cycle id
repeated, and information derived
frail project efforts'and research
is used in decision making, pFojects Should bedome more effec-

The PDS nethod facilitates the
'study of the development ff a prc,
gram by assisting in the planning
It provides a mechahismprocess.
by which an organization can make
its plans and-the theoretical
rationale behind them explicit,
and then engage in theory-relevant
research as it goes about implementing and studying its actiViIt also helps the
ties.
researcher monitor and document
project implementation as the
In shortothe
project evolves.
.pLE method is an attempt to intea
grate theoretical research with
evaluation and organizational
development. Its action'research
approaCh to knoaledge generation
And organizational,grcwth is
aerived,from a tradition of con- *
cein for practical theory, useful
researchr and organizational
change and development.
,

-

tiveturning the process into an

Guiding. Principles

'upward Spiral of'activity. And as
the cycle is repeated, theorY
testing is refined, resulting in
better; more practical theory. ,

The evolution.and Practical tise'
of the EDE rethod- is guided;by'
seven'general principles. These

.

4

, Projects usUaliir change over
.tArne41 the basis of the expeii-:
ence gained as'they develop
& Gottfredson, Note 2). Wnat
Pehrl (Note 3) has called "quality
control" is needed to insure not
just that a program is run according,to thd plan, but that_a, plan
exists and is modified to coincide
with the way a project, as it
.

,

srinciplessare used to,nake decisiOns about the conduct of the
evaluation research and to xpsolve
ambiguities about appropriate next
steps. Essentially, these guiding
principles are a theory about
doing theory-relevanW research
while increasing organizational
effectiveness. Evaluation
research conducted in accordance
with these seven-principles,should
,

.

-2-

Theory and Evaluation
observation and feedback of information to workers about the degree
to which their behavior aocords
with the behavior specified by the
blueprints for the intervention.
-Effective blueprints include plans
for data ,guidance, and provide fot
tdocumentation of the implementation of interventions.

be most productive. Sinaarly,
organizations that implement programs using these principles
should be more effective that
organizations that ignore them.

I. Actign projects guided by
,explicit,theories that can be
translated intO practice will be
most effective. Not all theories
PrOjects will intrease in
N,
4.
can be translated into action by
\effectiveness under evaluation
any given project, and all theopressure. This pressure takes
ries are not created equal. Scimany forms, the most important of
ence progresses by creating ideas
(a) pressure to focus
which are:
and eventually rejecting the
on
theory
in
examining Organizaunproductive ones; some ideas have
tional
behavior
and the behavior
shown utility, and other things
of
the,organization's
inhabitants;
leing equal, ideas that have sur(b)
pressure
from
potentially
usevived previous empirical tests
ful
knowledge
or
information
of
should have considertble precerelevance.to the organization;
Uhe theory guiding a projdence.
(c) pressure frocin "personal knowect should' be a template for it,
ledge"
based cn many sources,
with decisions and,interventions
including
direct observation or
judged against it at the same time
experience;
(d) pressure from the
that the theory is judged by the
rigorous, theory-based evaluatidn
effectiveness of the interven'of intervention components;
Projects will,he impletionS.
(e) pressure.fram the rigorous,
mented with pc4 enthusiasm, be
theory-based evaluation of proj_strongest, and contribute most to
ects as a whole; (fr pressure from
knowledge if (a) the ,theory is
feedback about steps taken,to
generated by or regarded as sensian innovation; and .L
'adopt
ble by the project implementers
(g)
pressure
fran feedback about
tiw
theory
ib)
themselves, and
steps
taken
to
implement an interatcdrds with evidence from previ-"
vention.
'
oukresearch and evaluation.
'

,

Effective 4doption of an

2.

jpnovatiomor other,intervention
is more likely whtn explicit plans
for adoption_are available, and
perceived obstacles to organiational change are seen as likely
to be overcome ty a °conceivable
plan.
.

5. Projects internalizing
these principaes will behave in
accordance with them more often
than projects that sinpay comply
with the application of them, and
the former will therefore ultimately be more effective.

,

-

'

.

.

Effective implementatim of
an intervention or-innovation is
more likely if (a) blueprints for
(nanuals, proto3.,

cols, etc0 are available, or if
the interVention is structured by
forms, rules, or operating procedures; and (b) implementation is,'
subject to data guidance, i.e.,

6:--Theimore direct* project
implementers benefit from evaluation, the more evaluation will be
integrated with project operations.

7. The interests of prcject
implementers and evaluators coincide because'cn of the best)prays:
to create commun cable knowledge

Theory and Evaluation
is'through the rigorous, eh
guided evaluation of well implemented interventions that Can be
described so well that others can
understand What was done and
therefore replicate them. Both
implementers and reaearchers heed
rigorous evaluation, the adoption
of innovations, welLimplemented
interventions, thorough descrip'tion, and theory.
/".

These guiding principles appear
to us to accord with sound organizatiOn development practice
(French & Bell, 1978), sound field
research practices (Empey, 1980),
and practical Wisdom in evaluation
research (Tharp & Gallimore, Nbte
4). They were used to create the
PDE method.
AO.

Organization Development sum

Antecedent of=
One of the roots of Program
Development,Evaluation is the
practice of organization develop-,
ment (Cp). French,and,Bell (1978)
characterize OD as a pfocess
involving actiOn research that
emphasizes normative change, is
based in behavioral science, '
involvea experience-based learning
of intact work teams, and emphasizes goals and objectives. By
characterizing op as a process,
French and Bell mean that CD is 1
t
"not to be regarded as a
one-shot solution to organi7
zational problems, but.more
as a 'growing toward'
greater effectiveness
through a series of intepvention activities over?a
period of tima . . .,Chang. an
ing the culture of .
entire,organizatiOn'is a
long-term, involved process"
(p..69).

In addition, they see CD as a process involving rational, empirical

strategies, but one that is even' #
more dependent On normative-reeducative strategies: ."The client
defines what changes and improve-i
ments he or she wants to make,
rather,than the change agent; the
cnange agent attempts to intervene
in a mutual, collaborative way
withthe client as rhey together
define problems and seek solutions; anything hindering effec-,
tive problem solving is brought to
light and publicly examined" (pp.
75-76). The emphasis on normative
education is based on the assump'tion that behaviors are rooted in
norms, values, or beliefs as well
as in rationality'and Self-interest., CD is a data-based approach
to planned change in which information is a spur to'action.
Unpleasant information is not to
be avoided but rather treasured
because it.may lead to advancement, to clarification of problypically, CD empilasizes
lems.
concrete goal setting through the
shared experience of a group in
'formulating plans. Ihe on-the-job
learning experience of an intact
group is presumed to promote
organizational and individual
effectiveness.

The interactive, collaborative,
participetive approach, often used
by behavioral scientists or CD
specialists 'serving as consultants
or facilitators of organizational
planning and.decision making, has
much to offer in overcoming some
of the difficulties a research
effort may expect to face. First,
increasing an organization's
effectiveness Should increase the
likelihood that it will succeed in
implementing interventiohs with a
'possibility of being Shown to be'
effective when subjected to serious summative evaluation. ',Second,
in the CD process, the scientist
approac4es an organiiation in a
Manner that may decrease the
extent to which he or she is

Theory and/Dialuation
perceiyed as an alien invader. By
helping an organization clarify
its goals and Objectives, by
assisting in creating open communication about problems, and ry
fostering the expectation that
projects will change and develop
over time, the researcher may Come
to be considered More as an
insider, an entity to be trusted
to convey useful news. And, the
perspective that information, even
dndomfortable information, it
valuable in fostering grcwth and
confronting important problems may
decgease the organization's usual
feat of evaluation. Finally, the
links between OD and action
research make the integjection of
formal research possible.
,

Action
,

Besaargh Jan .an Antede,rit

a

_HZ

FTE has itd roots in action
research. According to French and
Bell (1978), the.oridins of action
rnsearch lie in the work.of tewey
(1933), Collier (1945), and Lewin
(1946), The toots of action
reeearch are, however, deeper than
this. Tney can be traced back to
the Baconian formulation of the
scientific method, which specified
(a) the fOrmation of
three'steps:
hypotheses, (b) the empirical
testing of the hypotheses, and
(c) the acceptance or, rejection of
the hypotheses (Deese, 1972):,
Action is takento "twist the
lion's tail" ta learn about
Since Bacon, science has
ndture.
been active rdthersthan speculative, historical, or'reflective.
Dewey translated the scientific
Method cf problem solving for laypersons, and Collier and Lewin
both applied the scientific method .
to solving practical social problems.

The Program revelopment Evaluation method'is in pert a descendent 4 an CD method previously
used by the Social Action Research
Center (Blanton & Alley, Note 5)
in a'series of projects to manage
This
and study social change.
predecessor, called the Program'
Development (PD) model, was develCollier (citedin French &,
oped through attempts to elealvate
Bell,
1978), d commidsioner of
In
the
PD
i human service projects.
Indian
Affairs concerned with
model, feedback is a mechanism of
improving
race relations, wrote of
ptoject development that involves
action
research,
claiming that:
monitoring a project's environ=
ment, the implementation of strategies, and the achievement of
Rdsearch and then'more
goals. in practice, the Program
research
is essential to the
Development specialist focuses on
program,
that
in the ethnic
interaction withqccject implefield
research
can te made a
menters to assist in assessing
tool of action essential to
needs', in articulating goals and
all other tools, indeed that
more specific objectives, in anait ought to be the master
lyzing a project's forcefield
But we had in mind a
(environmental constraints and
particular kind of research,
.
resources), and in developing
or, if, you will, particular
strategies for change or implemenconditions. Vie had in,mind'
tation. Like other forms cf OD,
researth impelled from cenPD emphasized participetory plantral areas cf needed action.
ning in part to foster normativeN,,_
Ard
since action is by
reeducation and in part to
nature
notonly specialized
increase organizational and indibut
also
integrative.. . .
vidual competencies in decision
our
needed
research must be
making and planning.
,

,

.

,

U

4

'Theory ind Evaluation
of'the integrative sort.
Again, since the findings of
the research must be criticized.by them through their
experience, the administrator and the layman muse.'
themselves participate creatively in the research,

expectation. It should
serve as a basis for correctly planning'the next
step, {for} modifying the
Finally, it
'overall plan.J
gives the planners a Chance
to iearn, that is, to'gather
.*
Pea general insight .
regarding the strength or
.
weakness.of certain
techniques of action. .

'

impelled as 'it is froth their'
..town area Of need. ,(p. 94).
A

Rational social management,therefore, proceeds ih
a gpiral of steps each of
which/is composed of a circle of planning, action, and

broader attention was called to
action research by Lewin (1947),
an eminent and influential psychological theorist'with a keen
interest in the applications'of
psychology. .b1e saw that cooperation between the change agent (Or
field worker) and the,researcher
is important forboth planning and

fact-f indijig about the

result cWthe actiOn.
3337334).

(pp.

*

i

mpagement:

Planning starts usually
with something like a general idea. For one reason
.

or another it seems Qiesirable to reach a certain
objective. . . . The first

This sequential and spiraling
method of problem solving is now
widely used in organizational
aevelopment efforts, and has been
applied in a variety of industrial, human service, and educational action research projects;
end it appears to be at the heart
of Tharp and Gallimore's (Nafe 4)
Evaluation Stccession model.

I.

stelco. then, is to examine

the idea catefu4y in the
light of the means'available. Frequently more factfinding about the situation

Several varieties of activity ''
are often Called,action research
(Chein, dook, & Harding, 1948).
Sometimes the effort is limited to
diagnosis and recommendations;
sometimeS organizations Or project
implementers carry out the entire
process; sometimes records cr
diaries of actions taken and theirperCeived effects are maintained.
Tharp and Gallimore (Note 4)
describe several ways of "knowing," each appropriate to different stages in'the development of a
program... What they ball experimentation,", "qualitative/personal
knowing," "data guidance,"*.and
"program evaluation" are all useAul in program develOpment and
research. But the varietY of
action research most productive of

is required. If the first .
period of planning is successful, two items emerge:
an 'overall plan' of.how to
reach the objective and a

ltbision in regarerto the
first step of the action.
Usually this planning
also somewhat modified
original Idea. The next
period is devotea to executing the'first step of the
overall plan'. . . [and) by
certain fact-findings. . .
This . , . faCt-finding has
It should
four functions.
evaluate the actionjoy.showing whether what has been

achiOved is above or belaa
ti

-6-

'I.

S.

.

trustworthi knbwledge is exEeriUnfortu-.
mental action research.
nately,,experimental_action
research is-also the mdst difficult to perform, because it,
reguires the conditions necessary
for confident inference (Cook &,
Campbell, 1979; Gottfredger Note
1,Chap. 3) ,.and a statae aet of
interventions that the organization knowskhow to.and can implement in teStable form. Seldom do
CD efforts aim to implement "exper7
imental aCtion research,,largely
because it is so difficult.
Iñlementi4g experimental action
however, a chief. aim
'research i
of the ..Pro4ram Development Evaluation method. Because of the pace
.of organizational change, rigorous

,

Theory and Evaluation

explicit,component, give6

nuggia-

12.1e goals and objectives.i hard- .

nosed meaning, and incorporates
planning for evaluation implementation in the same way that planning for-any other aspect of a
It
project is inborporated.
alloWs project Implementeis and
evaluators to monitorcritical
benchmarksin'the adoEtion of\any
strategy to createCtiange, and it .
allows them to monitor mmplemehtation Standards in the implementation of interyentions. The,prin-J
cipal concepts involved in the FDE
structure are elaborated below:
,

Troblers and-Goals

'Work in any project should
begin
with an expaoration cf its
exaniinatior4 of the consequenies of
intent. Most organizations, and
actions may not always be timely
most researchers, have-multiple
and less rigorous ways of knowing
aims. Within the EDE framework, ,
about the effects of innovations
amoverarching aim is called a
are often n4cessary. But research
goal. A goal is the obverse of a
mustibe coo dinate rafher than
problem; it specifies.how the
subordinate to problem solving;
level of the problem may be meassolving problens without learning
ured and therefore how one may
how or why they were solved,willknow if progress is being made.
contribute little to organizaSeveral secor4ary questioni are
tional effectiveness or to theory
discussing goals.
important wh
in thelong run.
The first ques ion.terves to
and enable evaIureduce ambigui
Meths/di
.Tbk
ation; it asks how each goal may
The second question
. be measured.
The FDE method emphasizes
serves
to
proNte
realistic
and
(a) theory, (b) measurement,
research
designs;
it asks when a
(c) experimental or 4uasi-experiproject
can
realisti4ily
expect
-mental design to a greater extent
to
make
a
substantieft_difference
than do many approaches to organiand therefore specifieb the durazational change and development.
tion cf intervention and the timIn addition, some cohmonly used
ing cf measurement. And the third
terms (most notably "objectives")
question, essential in tnaerimenare defined in a sPecial way.
tal or qpasi-experimentai action
Mastery of the prabtical meanings
research, asks'how one,may kncw
of the terms in the PDE structure
will provide change agents with a 941* that the project itself was
towar.dsresponsible tor prdiress
language for thlAking about,
the goal. These questions are, of
facilitating, kanaging, and studycourse, steps tward involving
ing their change efforts.,
project implementers in the'design
of the research. And, they serve
The Program Development Evaluato make explicit what the grganition method/ illustrated in Figure
iation-expects to accompaish.
incorporUes theory as an
'

.

.

.

cif.
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Theory and Evaluation
1

nex.1

intervention" (Martin et
al., 1981, p. 3.4; cf.

Actions.are taken for reasons
that are either articulatedr.br
umarticulated. Ihe PDE methOd is
a vehicle for making theory,explicit., This is useful because; as
the Panel on Research on Rehabili,tative Techniques Martin,
Sechrest, & Redner, 1981) notes:
In attempting to solve any
problem, a clear idea of the
nature of the problem, its
causes, and developmental
In the
processes ,is vital.
absence of.an adequate conthe
.
ceptual framework
ruSh cf enthusiasm-for an .
interesting intervention is

likely to short-circuit consideration of these factors.
The result is . . . efforts
that mpf-be unrelated to the
causes of,crime, ignore the
most suitabae target popula,tions, andtail to consider
questions of optimal tindng
and strength of,the intervention. .The adoption of a
theoretical framework ndeessarily prcupts consideration
of the above factors and,
one hopes, thoughtful development and implementation cf
interventions, thereby
.
;
friereasing. ti_la chances

effecti.veness..

trf:

Theory helps to organize knowledge and to_commenicate,'it pr5vides a guide for action, and it
assists in developing and assessing interventions.

Glaser, 1980).

In short, an explicit theory Provides a template for project
irplementers' use in building
their interventions, as well as a
1:gmp1ate by which both implementets and researchers can assess
those interventions. Therefore,
t4e PDE process calls for deliberate and careful Consideration cf
the question, "Why do these problems exist?" When an intervention
is designed using theory, its
evaluation tests the theory undergirding the intervention.

Ojectives
In the language of PDE, an
objective is an intermediary outcome that a project's theory.of
action implies it important. Li*
wals, objectives must be stated
4Ik measurable terms.
Some examples may help make thee
distinction between goals and
objectives clear. Wppose that a
change agent wishes to'decrease
the-death rate due to gastroenteritis in a rural society. The
change agent theorizes that the
suffering and death are due to the
contamination of village witef,
supp1ia7with-the dholera.microor.ganism. This theory might suggest
a campaign to chlorinate wells,
with the Objective Of decreasing

this contamination. Me objective
would be measured by laboratory
analyseS of well-water sanpaes'to
determine the levels of microbial
contamination,,and attainment of
the goal might be Measured by...

"Once a basic problem is
stated in theoretical terms,

counts of deaths per 100,000 population due to gastroenteritis.
Another dhange agent Atight see the
problem somewhat,differenbly.
This second change agent may
theorize that the suffering and
death are due to poor

plamers have an explicit
foundation on which to build
an intervention strategy and
from which to derive a
research strategy in conjunction with the
-9-
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environmental sanitation: Because
few villagers use sanitary
latrines, well water is easily
contaminated and the cholera
microorganism spreads from
infected to uninfected persons.
This theory might suggest an environmental sanitation campaign
directed at persuading villagers
to 'construct sanitary latrines and
sanitary wells. The objective now
involves villager behavior, and
Tight be measured by the proportion,of households using sanitary
latrines and water from protected
wells: A theory can, of course,
suggest multiple intervftions and
multiple objectives. lhe second
change agent's theory would also

reasonablWmply chlorination of
'wefls and,assesbments of well
water. 'The more cOmprehensive a
theory, alemore complex the array
of interventions and objectives it
is likely to.suggest.

Change agents could develop
theories at many levels to explain
the problem of dholera deaths, and
.each level would suggest somewhat
'different interAtions. lb continue-the ekatples, change agents,
might attribute the problem to
(a) normative beliefs in village
--societies-that_current standards
.of environmental s-iiiMtiOn.are '
adequate, (b) the poverty and ,
segregation cf the rural people,
which depiive them of the
resources to build sanitary
devices and concentrates them so
that they are' at high risk,
(c) social stratification that
allaes Only an elite merchant
_class access to sufficient
resourres to enjoy a sanitary
environment, (d) stratification in
the wvrld system that enables
capitalist countries tolkeep countries with rural rubber-tapping
populations impoverished and the
cost of raw materials law. Each
of these theoiies may have considerable validity. Yet each would
.

imply different interventions to
save the problem, ranging from
dumping chlorine in wells ba overthrowing the capitalist world.system. NO single cholera prevention
project is likely to attempt
interventions at all of these levels, and so will not have objedtives at each level. A prOject's

theory ofactionthe theory ,Oat
drives its interventionsib ithe
theory that is relevant in specifying objectives.

Again, answers to several key
questions--how objectives nay be
measured, when effects are,to be
expected, and how one may knaw
that the intervention caubed-the
effectsr-serve to create the eval-

uation or research design. In,
addition, the explicit statement
of objectives serves to make clear
to the organization what it
expects to haPpen as a result of
its efforts.
Intervention

An intervention iS an action '
taken bo achieve'an objective or"
set of objectives. Ordinarily, it
is a major component of a project.
The _term is often synonymous Oith
"change,"-Itreatment," Of "component." Some'interventions are
aimed at changing the behaviOr,
attitudes, or status of individual
people; others are aimed at changing the behavior of an organiza-.
tion or collectiVity. An intervention is a process, action,
structure, rule, or substance that
is apaied or put in place to,-achieve an Objective or set of
objectives, and therefore bo move'
clober tg achieving a goal. An
intervention may be chemical,
physical, biological, behavioral,
social? political, pr structural.
The interventions employed shbuld
be aimed at the objectives an
Organization's ttleory of'action
implies mhst be achieved:
.

r

1
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Forcefield
A forcefield is the soCial-psychological field that immediately
surrounds a decision or action.
It includes the forces that compel
or restrain against alternative
actions as they are perceived by
an individual or .corporate egtor.
The notion of a forcefield.com4s
from Lewin's (1951) ideas about
the field of forces influencing
action. An examination or analysis of an organization's forcefield, especially 'one that focuses
on the field-in terms of.the
resources available and the Obstacles to action, is frequently use(a) By
ful for four reasons:
focusing on the organization's
perceptions of environmental
influences, the nature of these
.perceptions becomes explicit and
open to,scrutiny, revision, amendationr'supplementation, and test.
(b) A complete account of obstaCies and resourcff decreases the.
likelihood that either pitfalls or
potentials will be overlooked in
the development bba project.
(c) Using knowledge of the influences in the prolect's environment
helps to capitalize on opportunities or arrangements that go
beyond the'resources imder a ptoj(d) Alterect's direct control.
native strategies or plans to
implement any intervention can toe
created and assessed in the oon-:
text of the forcefield. Careful-attention to the forcefield surrounding a-research project
incieases the likelihood that both
interventions and research designs
will be implemented as intended.

Because initial analyses cf a
forcefield may te 'objectively
incorrect, because perceptions '
change over time, and because the
action of a projeCt may alter its
forcefield, the dynamic,nature of
the field is to be exPeOted. A
sensible practice, therfore, is to

renew forcefield analysis pericaically, especially when any strategy being executed on the basis
of an initial forcefield analysis
is not working well. Breakdowns
in experimental design or in the
irplementation cf an intervention
would both required renewed analysis.

, For more discussion of forcefield analysis and examples of its
applibation see Hersey and Blanchard (1982, pp. 115-119, 269-272).
Practical guidance ori working with
an organization to.enalyze its
,forcefield is provided by Blanton
& Alley (Note 5, 103-113)..
Strategies.
Strategies are plans.. ,p.pf:ord-

ing to the EDE rrethod, straegies
are developed from a forcefiela
analysis, just as objectives and
interilentions derive fram a 'theory
of action about a problem. Sev,eral possible strategies for

implementing a research project br
one,cf its component interventions
are likely to exist. The bask for
project implementers and those who
are attempting to facilitate stra-.
tegy development is to create a'
plan that is perceived as feasible
If a critical
and attractive:
path.in,some plan is blocked and
no way around the cbgtacle is perceived, the plan is not a good
one.

Alternativesaths that

objedtively exist but have not
been perceived will not be fol(This point illustrates
lowed.
why thorough and treative forcefield analysis is helpful.)
Strategy that appears workable
will make use of an organization's
resources to overcome the obstacles to itplementation and
research. Such a strategy may
involve (a) moving around an'
obstacle, (3) decreasing the
strength cf the forces working
.

against ixii.ementation, (c) turn:-
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signal the need to devise a'new

,ing,an obstacle into a resource,
oril(d) using a strategy in which
,the obstacle is irrelevant and

4

strategy for getting ttle

done, or the need to seek an
alternative to training.

.leed.not-be overcome.

Imp1ementation:Btandar4s. The
second part of a strategy for the
implementation of both intervention and research are a set of
implementation standardq. Sound
research practice has long
involved attention to survey
response rates, the measurement of
independent and *pendent variables, and the procedures used to
induce experimental manipula
tions. Researchers in experimental social psycholOgy and physiology routinely conduct manipulation
checks to determine that implementation standards have been met.
In research on the effects cf dietary supplementation or deficien'cies for example, investigators do
not assume that an artificial diet
has been composed ag intended but
perform quantitative enalyse on
samples.cf the actual food tcj det-

A fully articulated strategy is
tscomposed of three kinds ofele`ments: critical benchmarks,
implementation standards, and
tasks.
C111.10,1 benchmarks. A critical benchmark is a key decision,
agreement, action, or arrangement
necessary to move forward with a
plan. A benchmark is much like a
gate that must be opened to mOVe
along a path. If the gate does
not open, progress in executing
the strategy is blocked. The
locations of these benchmarks (or
the nature of them) are made clear
in the process of analyzing the
forcefield around an intervention.
For example, the forcefield analysis about a project's efforts to
provide in-service/training for
teachers might imply thab an
obstacle lies in teacher unwillingness to participate in training
outsiderof normal working hours,
".
and that a resource is the authority of the deputy superintendent
of schools to grant release tine
and to allocate the funds fo'r substitute instructors, The deputy

superintendent's.agreementto
grant release time and to authorize the expenditure for substitute

.

.teachers would then Ipecome a,critical benchmark. Ihe deputy
superintendent is a gaiekeeper
(Lewin,41947, p. 333) whose psYchology must.be examined to learn
how to get'the gate opened.

Specifying when a critical
'benchmark is to be acComplished
Any stra-,
faciliChtes Management.
tegy will require a temporal or.
.logical sequence of milestones
/that must bemet. In the foregoing example; a failure to accomplish the critical benchmark would

ermine that the diet conne was
.

.

as:intended (e.g., VOhra, Gott-.
And,
fred8on,,A gratzer,
careful researchers on labelinf
effects perform manipulation
checks to see that interpersonal
expectanCies hwe been experimentallY modified as intended (e.g.,
Eden4 Shard, 1982).
.

v

ImplementatiOn,standards in a
prevention research project might
inclOde the specification oE such
'intervention Characterlstics .as
(a) the skills, knowledge, and
numbers of staff; ib) the fre7
quefty,'duration, and content of
interactionsof workers with
clients, families, dr community
organizations; (c) the specific
actions to be taken in a range.cf
,specified situations; and
(d) gUidelines for the naturesand
value of reinforcers to be applied
for specific kinds of performance.
In general, inplementation
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environment changes, and as new,

standards should be sufficiently

condete and specific that Oey

research questionsemerge.

,

allow for a comparison-of-what is
being done with what is intended.
Tasks.

Development occurs largely:,
thrmgh the use of information.
Information about the achievement
soL nonachieyement of critical
benchmarks signals that the forcefield has been,usefully understdod, or that developmental
,effore is required to reassess the
Infororganization's forcefield.
mation that an objective is being
,achieved signals that an intervention is effective( and information
that an objective is not being
achieved signals a reconsideration
of the appropriateness, strength,
or fidelity.of the intervention,
Inforand_prompts new planning.
mation that there is progreSs
towards a goal signals that the
organization is OD the right
Information that there is
track.
no progress towards the goal may
pignal several things, depending
on the.pattern,of other,feedback.
If interventions are being implemented as intended 'and Ehey are
achieving their objectives, the
theory is called into question.
If objectives are not.being met,
either the theory or integrity of

The third part of a

strategy is the set etasks
required to execute it. A task,
statement specifies who will do
Specifying a person
,36/hat,b Iten.
to be responiible for executing a
particula; task, even when a group
will be involved, promotes clarAnd specifying when a task'
ity.
is expected to be completed is an
additional management tool.
\

.

,

Critical benchmarks, implementation standards, and tasks all
serve important functions in project management and worker reinforcement: They serve to guide an
organization's effortd, and they
provide one kind of objective
standard of achievement. A lack
of such objective standards
"deprives the workers . , . of
their legitimate desire for satitfaction on a realistic basis.
nder these circumptances, satii(:faction or dissatisfaction with
tone'sLown-athievement becomes
mainly 'a question of temperament"
(Lewin, 1946, t4 35).

Oeintervention, or both, ShoOld
be sciainized. Success in bring-

Development
4

,

.

'

At the veryiheart of the PDE
methodlis the expectation that
project development and research
will be *an_ongoing trocess!_and'. ....
'that the projeale- environment,is
dynamic. Only an'effete organization is immobile, at equilibrium.

ing about elusive objectives and
solving seriout problems is not to.
be expected at once. Bgt the PDE
structure is intended to provide
interim feedback on,progress to
enable a strengthening of.the
Xoject. ,Evidence of project
effectiveness lends support to the
theory guiding the project.

411bTe sion, reastessmenti.review,

.

1416 wiping, and phanges in actions .

Evaluation

t,akeh are the hallmarks of vigoConsequently, EDE
rolls projects.
is a cyclica.1 process cf action
research at progress is made
towards achieving goals and objectives (or as goals and objectives
are redefined), as new information
becomes available, as the

The PDE structure is intendei
to facilitate several kinds of
evaluation. The explication of a
theory of action allows an assessment of its plausibiliEy, and an
assessment of the plausibility or
strength of the project's planned...
-13-
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encountered among implementers.

interventions in light of the
theory.

Strength And Fidelity. .,

Ey tracking the achievetent of
,critical benchmarks, the structure
allows assessment of progress
towards implementing an intervention. Monitoring implementation
.staniards provides for the assessment of '04)401 2nterventions are
being executed --it provides manipulation checks for both researchers and project managers. Tnese
are key elements of formative
evaluation and the conduct,of
research.
,

The.PDE method is also intended
to facilitate rigorous summative
evaluation--it promotes experiMental action resedrch 1Chein, Cook,
& Harding, 1948) or at least quasi-experimental action research.
It repeatedly,asks the question,
"How do we know the intervention
made the difference?" The implementatidn of an evaluation deSign,
is treated in the-same Way ad'the
implementation of any other intervention. The PDE method assumes
that evaluation is an essential
L. -component of effective project
development and should receive
,

,

'Opordinate effort-with Other:aspects of 'project implementation.

Therefore, forcefieid analysis is
performed for design and data collection issues just as it is fot
any other project component.
Because project implementers are
involved in the researchAesign
.and in the specification gf the.
research questions, their commit=
ment to strong evaluation i$
expected to,increase. And,
beCause the forcefield analysis
10cuses on the project implement-,
ers' own forcefield--their Perceptions of the possible--the immedi-.
ate environment of the evaluation
is taken into account when the
evaluation,is designed, Perhaps
mitigating.some of the resistance,
to evaluation activities J.corilmonly
'I

.

The PDE method makes possible
the assessment of the"Strength and
fidelity of planned interventionS
through judgments about theoreti-'
cal plausibility and benchmark
monitoring. This assessment can
occur ih two ways. First,.project
implementers can assess the con7
sistency oftheir interventions
and objectives with the theory of
action underlying their project.
That is, a project implementer can
determine whether theobjectives
sought accord with the theory,,and
whether the interventions planned
will plausibly achieve the project's objectives. .In shoit,
_theory is a template for making
judgments abOut the appropriateness of interventions and dbjectives that project iholementers ,
can use.to quality control their.
own projects. Second, observets'
of a project, including researchpriori
ers, can assess its
strength by determining whether
the planned interventions will
plausibly lead to the objectives,
.or goalsof the projectiby_assess-,
ing them in comparison to state-.
of-the art theories in the field'
-"and the history of similar projects that have been conducted in
'the past.

As a project develops decisions
to adopt an innovation will have
been tade,,and the nature Of the
events important to the project
changes. EarlY in a project's
development, major issuesyill
have to do with ideas for interventions or With strategies for
mLgetting an innovation adopted. At
-later points, important issues
will involve the integrity of the
intervention's implementation and
the assessment of effectiveness.
In thi early stages of,movement
toward'the adoption of an
,
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involving a, peer group intervention. Basically, the project
inplementers assume that delin7
quent behavior,is supported by a
normative subculture. To prevent
delinquency the project intended
to cpmpose groups of delinquent
and non-delinquent youths and to
st,ucture group interaction suci
that delinquent behavior and
expressions of beliefs counter to
traditional moral beliefs are confronted in the group. Altering

innovation, critical benchmarks
will involve events related to the
decision to adopt a change.
Later, 'implementation standards or'
quality control checks on the
faithfulness cf the implementatidn
will increase in importance.
The documentation and assess=
ment of interventions as implemented may involve detailed manuals for the administration of
,treatments or programs; descrip±ions of the characteristics cf
staff and target groups; and
accounts of the duration and scheduling of,treatments or events,
treatment protocols, or proportion

beliefs is an impo%ant objective.
This project's theoretical
rational and statement cf intervention standards evolved, over a

of the population served. Mere-

,

,

,

,

fore, as projects develop, PDE
,increasingly focuses on the development of manuals to guide service
delivery, make diagnoses, and
train the staff. Action research
projects using this model will
deVelop strategies to monitor
staff perforipance, provide incentive structures to keep performance aCcording to specifications,
and the like.."The implementation
of those strategies is,expected to
(a) 'the
have two consequence's:
plans and their execution.would

inctease the integrityof the
:intervention, and (b) the infOrma7
----tkon-generated by,the imPlementation cf these plans would describe
the integrity of.interventions.
Manuals developed in the course of
carefullyQimplementing a project
.will.allow for subsequent close
replications in future research or
.

_

application..
,

,,swe Exam lea

Two actual examples of projects
nod unde4Way provide insight into
the Way the POE method enables the
translation of practitioner ideas
into theoretical terms and pronotes project develOpment. First,
consider an exanple of a clinOuncy prevention project

period cf over two yearein which
a field worker for the evaluation
(Jane St. John) and project implementers (Sonny Luster and William
Kottman) used the ZOE nethod.
Early research results'for this*
project implied that theoretical
intermediary objectives were not
always being.met. In early
results A measure of belief in
conventional Social rules was
negatively effected ty the treatment for non-delinquent group participants. Uhis research outcome
wab used by the project implementers to revise their trfatment specifications and to deviseways to
monitor group processmbre
closely. Specifically, group
leaders were provided additional
training, more attention was given
Eo the composition of the groups,
and monitoring of grail) ihtefaction using the Hill 11977; Note 6)
interaction matrix. was initiated.
Although the development and eValuation of this project is still
underway, the early negative
result has dibappeared in sUbse- 7
quent evaluations.

A second actual example is al
project currently being conducted
by a Southerp urban school system.
Essentially/ this project's theory
assumes that assistance and pressure to improve academic
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inportant-limitations appear to be
that it.is complek, it is time and
expertise intensive, it fails to
completely resolve the eensions
spmmativelevaluation causes for
project imPlementers, it is an
inTerfect mechanism for coping
with the separate goals of project
sponsors and implementing organizaXions when these are not completely in.accord, and it confronts researchers and ,.
implementers with tough decisions
involving the sacrifice of rigorous research designs in 'order to
achieve some aspede of project
implementation.

perforbance, 'crabined with the
opportunity to deNcelop attachnentd
to-pcosocial others, will result
in more rewarding experiences in
school, greater attachment, and
less truancy and delinquent behavior. This theory suggests that
students experiencing academic
difficulties and who are disruptive in school should receive special attention from project personnel in the form cf tutoring and
advocacy on behalf of the student
with teachers, parents, and othThe evaluation,field worker
ers.
(Denise Gottfredson) and project
staff (Doris Coaxum, Barbara Ell-

.

ligard, Ann Birdseye, and Martha
.
Stuart) psed the PDE'method.
Early implementation nonitoring
shoWed that the intervention wab
not being implemented as intended,
with project personnel interacting
mástly with students who did not

.0.0 Talent

fall within the, target group, and
interacting only, to a lindted
extent with target'students.
Clearer implementation tandards
were specified for the workers to

--

follcm; monitoring of thesestandards increased, and subsequent
research resultsshowIimproved
implementation and have begun to
shcw increased,academic perfor
mance as measured both by standardized test scores and school
grades, and some evidence of'
decreased school .clisruptiveness
sand misConduct when randomly equivalent treatment and control students are compared. Some
intermediary outcomes, notably

attachment to school, wre not
affected as expected, suggesting

.

.1

that the program can Ite strengthened further.

Limitations znd Potential
Criticisms

The PDE.methdd has same limitatibps, creates some tensions, and
is open to.criticism. The most

'f*

The human behavior required to
successfully implement the EDE
method' is complex, and the method's implementation calls for an
investment of human resources.
Use of the EDE structure calls for"
high levels of interpersonal competency, tact, patience, communication skill, and understanding:of'
group relations in organizations.'
In addition,'it calls for=a
rough undergtanding of evaluation 5
methods=-measurement, social science theory, experimental and quasi-experimental methods, and
statistics. Ironically, this combination of competencies are
rarely found in one and the same
person, suggesting that a team of
workers may be required,to-imple7
ment this approach to organizational change. Furthermore, the
cyclical or developmental naturd
'of PDE requires constant (or at
'least frequent periodic) attention, monitoring, updating, and
This
information _cornmunitation.
taxing process goes beyond the
effort typically expended in
research.
,

Some trade-offs are likely to
fing an action
s
be involv
iesearch ffort using the EDE

o
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method. Because staff with.the
requisite skills are hard to find
in a ty ical organization, training wil be required. pcperience
implies h at social scientists
_trained primarily in research
methodology, statistics, and
nt,
theory can successfully impl
the method, but that thel reqtgie
additional training in organization development to do so:

Some evaluators (Perloff, 1979)'
see this as undesirable in,a summative evaluation because it
raC§es questions about the generalizability,cf the results to
situations where researchers are
absent. . In addition, just as
research heeds sometimes intrude
in 'project operations byxreating
new tasks or structural arrangemerits, the pursuit of a project's
programmatic activities can result
in compromises in research design.
As Deutseh (1968, p. 466) says,
"the,danger that confronts the
research worker in such situations
is the possibility that his
research design or methodology
will...be sacrificed to the achievement cf the social-action objec7
tive.".

,

;

Tensions
Tension appears,endemic in
eva1uat4In research. 'Roo often in
the pastb evaluatiOn ha's teen used
as a tool for canoeling a project--even when positive evaluations could not reasonably be
expected at an early stage of
project development. tension is
also created by the inherently
political environment of action
projects, and ty environments
where the successful project does
not rock the boat. the development of sound programs usually
requires the expenditure of tine

,

'This "danger!' nay account in
part for the reluctance academic
A.

social scientiss have shown to
partiáipate in action research.
This danger seems a smell price to
pay in exchange.for the opportunity_action research.creates to
contribute tothe-solution' of
social'problems, although the
tradeoffs involving evaluation
rigor e&e painful.. In short,'the

and moneyand Often imrlies the
necessity of arrangements that are
disruptive.

.

PEE, metbod is no panacea for this
tough prbblem.'

Tradeoffs-and Research _Rigor
Program 'Developmeht Evaluation
is value laden. Participation of
project implementers is a fupdaMental principle in the PDE pro,
cess; pursdit.cf the goals and
objectives of the implementing
organization are generally assumed
to be desirable (although open to
question). Furthermore, an.ainick
PDE is to develop the implementing
organization's capacity to accomplish its.goals. 'therefore,
researchers and impleMenters collaborate in evaluation design,
question formulation, and plan-

Complexity

ID

ning: As a result, researchers
extensively intervene in project
developmentindeed they become a ,
part cf the pcoiect.

The PEE method is complex.
.
Unfortunately, each Component of
the method seems at present to be
useful and'desirable in action
,reserch efforts. nevertheless,
this complexity suggests that a
More streamlined Method is appropriate when doing,short-term
organizati9nal development interventions that do not have a ,
research,purpcee. ConseguentlY,
for many btief organization develorment interventions, the selec'tive use of those portions of the
PDE structure that seem to be the
most relevant for the probleth at
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ability to make Possible theoretical tests,through research ch
action projects, '0:04.ts ability
to elaborate clear, measurable
intermediary outcomes, or-cpjec-

hand is more appropriate than
attempting to use all parts of the
method. Researchers Should not
abandon any part of the nethod.

'

.tives, useful'in assessing the,

Practical Application
Experience implies,that one or
another part of this process is
useful to_projeCt implementers;in
defining their van jobs, inrformulating plans, and in clarifying
their intentions. Experience also
implies that the entire pro ecss is
sametimes viewed as burdensome.
On'the whole, this structure seems
acleat_improvement over saMe more
traditional research methodi
because it involves impaementers
in research planning, because it
explicitly attempts to build summative evaluation structures based
on an organization's fabefield,
and because,it focuses on goals
and objectives of cancern to
ingleMenters.

.

MY colleagues and I are using
the PDE method in the theory-ridden evaluation of delinquency
projects conducted by 17 different
organizations. In an area where,
true experiments are almost unknown Mixon & Wright, 1575; Gottfredson,:1981; Ogawa, Nbte.7J, six
of these projects are implementing
true experiments. Our opinion is
that the quasi-experimental
designs of most of the remaining
projects are sUbstantially better
than would have been the case had
project impleMenters not been
involved in.an evaluation using
thd PDE method. Even "where the
original researCh design has bro-ken dawn, project implehenters
have usually Shared:with the
researchers the task of creating
alternative designs and in developing plans to prevent subsequent
breakdowns.
The greatest virtues'of the PDE
method appear to be (a) its

.

efiectivenes$ of interventions intheoretical terms, (c) itS ability
to provide project implemepters
with the tools to assess their awn
efforts by neasuring interventions
against theory and objectives,
(d)its ability to generate crea
tiVe strategies petceived as feasible to implementers based on the
divergent and then conVer4ent
thinking that takes'place'in
forcefield analysis, (e) 4ts ability to ,involVe project implementers in the retearch enterpase,by
engaging them in the specification
..44*neasurable goals and objectives, and in the creation of
evaluation designs, (f) its ability to provide Short=term assetsments.of progress throUgh the
monitoring,of critical benchmarks,
implementation standards, and _
tasks, (g) its ability to enable
researchers to understand the
nature of a prcject ty translating
imeAementees.ideas into a structuredlanguage.of theoretical
tresearch, and (h) its ability to
selve ad a structure for communilcation between researchers and
practitioners.
.

.

:

PrE makes serious'organizational change and rigorous
research more attractive, to organizations despitedts inability tamake it'trUly'paiatable to all of
them. Ideally, praCtice and .
research would be merged into a
single enterprise in which rigorous theoretical tesearch becomes
ah integral component of program
operation. It'is unrealistic to,
thinkthat most practitioners will
evdr acquire allCf the technical
skills required to Systematically'
conduct rigorous research on their
activities (just as init.
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unrealistic to expect most
researchers to become adroit prac--1
titioners). In addition, truly
,

rigorous research is not aways
_called for in the, development cf a
project; and not all action proj .ects test theoretically interesting ideas. When rigorous evalua-

tion is called for, however,',the
Program
PDE structure is helpful.
Development Evaluation does not
successfully resolve many Of tlie
sourcesAof tension in merging
action with research, but it is
'progress.

,

ifk
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